Introduction
Owing to the increased number of containers transferred at terminals, the improved handling efficiency has recently been required. The handling efficiency generally depends on the processing capability of container cranes. However, For the development of the anti-sway system, we have proposed a camera-based measurement system that consists of two landmarks affixed to the spreader and a camera installed in the crane trolley (Kawai et al., 2009b ).
The measurement system can accurately measure two sway motions and a height as the spreader position by detecting two landmarks from an input image taken by the camera.
However, under foggy weather conditions at container terminals, the contrast of the input images is drastically degraded. This degradation would prevent the measurement system from achieving accurate position measurement.
Hence, it is imperative to remove the foggy weather effect from the input images in order to make the measurement system more reliable. In this paper, we propose a foggy-degraded image restoration technique suitable for the proposed measurement system. When we restore the contrast of foggy-degraded input images using the physics-based degradation model, its parameters should be estimated from images. Since the degradation model is defined with a distance from a camera to an object as a variable, the parameters are estimated from two foggy-degraded landmark images taken at different spreader heights. After this estimation, the foggy-degraded input image is restored by using the 1, we assume that a monochrome camera is used, image data represents the intensity of a light beam. Under a foggy weather condition, the intensity of a scene point is taken into a pixel of an input image, degrading exponentially with distance from the scene point. The intensity of airlight is also taken into the pixel parallel to the light beam from the scene point. Therefore, the observed intensity at a pixel of a foggy-degraded image is defined with (1).
Where,  is the observed intensity at a pixel of the foggy-degraded input image,  is the intrinsic intensity,  ∞ is the intensity of the light from the sun,  is the scattering coefficient, and  is the distance from the object.
The foggy-degraded image restoration using this degradation model is to calculate the . Therefore,  and  ∞ have to be previously estimated from foggy-degraded images before the restoration.
Measurement System for Container Crane
Spreader 
Then,          is calculated using (4) from the ratio of  to the actual distance between landmarks .
Here,  is the pixel size and  is the focal length of the camera.
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By using (6) and (7),  can be estimated by,
Second, averages of the landmark images at   and   are also considered from (1).
By using (6) and (7),  ∞ can be estimated by, 
Here, as the distance , we use the previous spreader height   , which is calculated from the previous input image. The previous   is actually different from the actual height where the foggy-degraded input image is taken, but the spreader height is gradually changed in the container handling process. Hence, we regard the previous   as the actual height.
Experiment
To evaluate the performance of the proposed foggy-degraded image restoration technique, we conducted an experiment with foggy visibility. In the experiment, we placed a camera and a movable board assumed as the crane spreader into a clear and sealed box. Additionally, a humidifier was installed into the box, which is used to make the inside visibility of the box foggy. Then, we took 450 input images while actuating the humidifier and moving the Development of Camera-Based Measurement System for Crane Spreader Position using Foggy-degraded Image Restoration Technique Table 1 and Fig. 4 show parameters of the proposed measurement system, foggy-degraded input images and the template, respectively.
From comparison of the visibility of the spreader in Frame 1 with one in Frame 450, the visibility was clearly degraded according to the spreader height. 
Fig. 4 Input images and template


In the experiment, we estimated the scattering coefficient  and the light intensity  ∞ from the sun with upper landmark images that were manually extracted from Frame 1 and Frame 450. Table 2 shows the estimation results for the parameters. Then, while restoring the input images based on the estimated parameters, the measurement system detected two landmarks and measured the spreader position. works, we will evaluate the accuracy of the measurement system with the proposed under a foggy weather condition.
